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Description
Right now, there's no way to resend either the email to the admin to validate a user or resend the email to the user to validate their email address. If either of those emails fail to happen or they get sent to "spam", the user cannot log in.

Solution
1) I'd like to have a button in the interface to validate the user's email by resending the validation email. Part of this would also be to send the email to the admin again.

2) I'd like to be able to validate the user by clicking on a "validate" button from inside the User Admin panel.

3) I'd like the User panel to pull up a list of unvalidated users for the "Admin" group upon log in.

4) I'd like to send the email to an entire Admin group, not just one admin. Maybe make a special group for "User Validatator" and send the email that there is a user waiting to be validated to the group.
you can validate the user (the 'but need admin approval') directly in admin->users. Such users have a special icon that means validate them
The other points are not done yet 4/24/08

So 2) is fixed for sometime now

TODO: somebody could write a plugin for 3)

For 4) You can set a list of emails to send to, alternatively for a more comprehensive solution, see http://doc.tikiwiki.org/Groupmail

For 1) I think there is no need to resend since the admin can validate by clicking the button. Forgot password feature can also be used.

Priority 25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Marc Laporte 20 Apr 08 19:44 GMT-0000

but probably more to do still...

Xavier de Pedro 22 Apr 08 09:26 GMT-0000

Hey, very "common sense" based suggestion the ones I'm reading from you. Welcome to dev.tw.o "wishlist posters"-sub-community! 😞 (within the bigger TW Community)

Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 01 Oct 09 18:13 GMT-0000

Tiki can already re-send the registration email by using the FORGOT PASSWORD
To resend the registration/validation email:
1. Go to tiki-remind_password.php
2. Enter the username
3. Tiki will display a message indicating that the user has not been verified and will resend the validation email.

Kimberly Fink 14 Jan 10 19:15 GMT-0000
Tested in 5, most of this functionality exists now. However when testing I discovered that the "Validate User" email does not seem to be working.

Marc Laporte 01 Feb 10 16:41 GMT-0000
Install latest Tiki 4.x from SVN
Apply "Web presence" profile
Add a New User and check "User must change password at first login."
User gets email, can click it but gets error when trying to set password

dsassafras 26 Feb 20 17:22 GMT-0000
Closing due to inactivity. The issue may be reopened if it is still relevant.
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